WHO IS WHO!?
Who is who and how are they related!? See if you pass this test for how well you know Coral Island Adventures! Unscramble the words in all caps to see who is
who and how they are related. Key glossary for help below!

It all began on Setter's Island on the beach of Brooklyn Point! And NRAY ______Winters and
MRTINA__________ Howard are both walking on the beach. They are cousins because Uncle OBB___________
Winters is Ryan's father. His mother's name is USANS ______________ and the only time she seems to appear is
an upset parent or fainting in the floor when she sees her brother UDANE___________ Howard when she
thought he was agent KICD__________.
The Winters Family technically adopted RTINMA_____________ Howard. And he and Ryan put up with
each other.
Anyway, they like to hang around Mr. NBREA___________ Toy Store with the other children.
EBA________loves children coming to his toy store and his son is a police officer named: IMJ________ not he
has two children LOLMY_________ and YAMUR____________ Abner. And they love to hang around the toy
store too. The son loves inventions and has a laboratory, and AULIER_______ Abner is the IMJ's______ wife: she
doesn't really like a lot of excitement, and is the peace maker.
Now LOLMY________likes helping her cousin INANE___________ to pick weeds for a penny per weed
and even though she couldn't stop her from running across the road, Grandpa NBREA________ appears at the
scene.
Now there's a scientist who isn't at all related in any way who accidentally hits __________ and his name is
Dr. DARB _______ WETROS ______________. Now he loves dinosaurs and is a Paleontologist and Geologist.
He didn't realize he hit AYJAN's__________ daughter named Annie. Or that Mr. NBREA_________ was the little
girl's Grandfather! He finally and shockingly realized that AYJAN ________ was Mr Abner's daughter who was a
single parent raising her daughter like he was a single parent raising JIMAE ________.
Now you're probably wondering how NYNJE _________ and LLENA________ Adams family comes in.
Now LLENA___________ was practically adopted by the Abner families back when they were teens. He's the
Adam family's father. You know of the four children that you find facing a lot of heartache! JSOH _________ is
the oldest son, then there's resilient preaching spirited young NNEJA________ with her two little brothers EXAL
__________ and NAYD__________ Remember them? They had a kidnap in a castle when their grandfather
BERTAL ____________ on their mother's side goes to explore an abandoned castle.
You also probably remember the bratty family that is NYNJE's brother who is divorced and his three
children. BRO_________, and the children: RMAK ________, CHELAR ____________ and CIALI
__________.
All the others you meet along the way like the guy living in the castle all by himself named: ICHEMAL
___________ and his wife that left him named LKEYL ___________.
By the end of this story you will have found the original group of the first series of Coral Island!
Download the chart to see how close you are!
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